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sense as how we outsource complex communication to smoother, faster and more
effective semiotics.

Madame Bovary. The novel follows the demise of Emma Bovary, an attractive, bored
provincial life. An obsessive consumer of sentimental novels and Parisian magazines,
Emma becomes desperate for high society romance, which she chases through an
adulterous affair with the equally adulterous Rodolphe Boulanger de la Huchette. Drawing
on all the books she has ever read, and the inherited language of what the language of
love should be, she constructs an identity as a romantic mistress, built from credit and lies.

Whilst Emma and Rodolphe produce their emotional language, they start to display a
form of alienation, perhaps the same alienation that Umberto Eco suggests is experienced
by the writer of pop songs: “he who is so conditioned by a certain convention that the
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out readymades, un-sensual love letters, whispered sweet nothings as spontaneous as an
Amazon recommendation - readily available, eerily accurate - when it comes to predicting

In chapter 13, Emma receives a break-up letter from Rodolphe, signed with a single
false tear: a waterdrop from his drinking glass. As much as the emotions he fabricates

tear), so that he can attend to his other lovers and matters. The tear becomes a technic,
and Rodolphe the technocrat, who needs to get a job done.
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Bernard Stiegler, “Pharmacology
For a New
Critique of Political Economy, 2010.
In his 2010 book A New Critique of
Political Economy (of which “Pharmasection), Bernard Stiegler examines
a contemporary over-reliance on
technics. This dependence, he argues,
creates a proletarianization of the
subject. The subject loses its abilities
to function with agency, autonomously.
He introduces the notion of short and
long-circuits of grammatization, or
more simply, ways of engaging with
externalized sources of memory that
require more or less from a subject,
or are more or less complex. Longcircuits of grammatization provide the
subject with deep knowledge, and thus
more agency, while short-circuits are
or skills -- short-circuits of grammatization threaten the autonomy of the
subject and delegate more knowledge
and action to technics.
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They allow for accessible
communication, their ready availability encouraging swift exchange. Equally they become
excellent carriers of capital, implying a passive relationship to production, circulation, and

The Uprising.
On Poetry and Finance, 2012

digital dream; the dream of creating tools that make things easy. “These tools are really
3
, says Bill.
Technics are ancient. They start somewhere around the birth of the written word
(a technical langue to support the more fallible, less mediatized parole) and continue
as an inexhaustible list of man-made stand-ins: satnav, symbol systems, rhetoric, industry
standards, institutions, algorithms, rituals, Ritalin, lip-syncs, apps. 4 Technics maintain
potentials and data, keeping us in check, by converting a continuous space into a more
Madame Bovary was in great debt), the false tear becomes a technic. In each case, we
outsource to a readymade, creating a distance between us, our actions and others. True to
this, Rodolphe does not engage in the complex break-up in person. Instead, he delegates,
to letter and waterdrop, delivered by a messenger, in a basket of apricots.

see it, then paying attention to it is harder. If Rodolphe does not witness and personally
experience Emma fall to pieces when the false tear leaves its impact, he will remain
5

He also says:
“[A]utonomy is based on the ability to share daily life and to recognise that what is good for
is something of a 19th century matter, I want to focus on the timeless cruelty of contracthuman problems.

Originally written for a contribution
to the panel on outsourcing in the
symposium Until Now I Only Had A
Voice at the Royal Academy, London,
on March 30, 2015

